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Captains’ Meeting Form 
Before receiving ballots, teams must turn in one completed copy of this form to the AMTA Representative. 
Participants may not view (or attempt to view) the form for any trial in which their team does not compete. 
All selections are final and binding once announced. 
Room Number and Team Numbers: __________________ Round:  1        2        3       4 
The Captains’ Meeting proceeds in the following order:  

1. NOTICE OF CHARGE. The Prosecution must notify the Defense which subsection of Midlands 
Penal Code §18-403 is applicable for its prosecution of Sutcliffe for arson.

2. WITNESS SELECTION. Only the Prosecution may select Weber, Khan, Singh, and Lupin. Only the 
Defense may select Syed and Jelani. Either side may select De Jong, Vaughn, Silva, Johnson, or Lenon. 
Dakota Sutcliffe and Ollie Rodrigo are not available witnesses. 
First, the Prosecution must announce whether it will select Weber as a witness.

a. If the Prosecution selects Weber,
i. The Defense must select Syed.

ii. The remaining witnesses are selected in the following order: P-P-D-D
b. The Prosecution does not select Weber,

i. Weber and Syed are not available for selection. The reports of Weber (including 
Exhibit 33) and Syed do not exist pursuant to Special Instruction 8.

ii. The witnesses are selected in the following order: P-D-D-P-P-D
3. CHARACTER EVIDENCE NOTICE. Both parties must disclose their intentions as enumerated on 

the Notice of Intent to Offer Character Evidence form attached herein.

4. CALL ORDER. Fill in the order in which the witnesses will testify.

Prosecution Witness Selections Defense Witness Selections 
Witness Name Call # Witness Name Call # 

4. GENDERS/PRONOUNS. First, the defense announces Dakota Sutcliffe’s preferred pronouns. If a
selectable witness will not be called, the prosecution will determine the preferred pronouns of that witness.
Second, the preferred pronouns of the testifying witnesses are announced by the side calling them. Williams
was a male firefighter that used he/him pronouns.

Prosecution Pronoun Defense Pronoun Other Pronoun 
D. Weber I. Syed Skylar De Jong 
Nour Khan Mel Jelani Maddox Vaughn 
Kiran Singh Dakota Sutcliffe Alex Silva 
Adrian Lupin Tobin Johnson 

Hoyte Lenon 

5. EXHIBITS AND DEMONSTRATIVES. Teams planning to use enlargements of any exhibit in the
case packet, or any demonstrative aid within the meaning of AMTA Rule 1.2(i) must show those exhibits to
the other team during the Captains’ Meeting so that any concerns may be brought to the attention of the
AMTA Representatives.




